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Abstract. Relevance. The result of the effective functioning of the enterprise is its development and growth. Modern economic conditions are characterized by high dynamism and uncertainty, tough competition, which requires from trade enterprise to form the development strategy taking into account market environment changes and adaptation of the internal parameters of functioning to them. The practical solution of problems, which are related to the necessity to provide enterprises with efficiency and competitiveness, depends on the methodological principles of elaboration for their development. Aim. The aim of the study is to substantiate the concept of development core of the trade enterprise as the new view of its development process. Methodology. In the process of substantiating the concept of development core of the enterprise, the historical method and the content analysis method were used to study the enterprise development theory; system analysis method was used for substantiation of the development conceptual vision of the trade enterprise; formalization method was used for creating development core model of the enterprise. Results. On the base of the development of the concept of economic core with the aim to take into account the most important determinants of the enterprise development, the concept of development core of the enterprise is elaborated; it provides interaction of three components: the strategic component determines development directions and measures for their achieving; the resource potential component provides the necessary resources mobilization; the business model component promotes the chosen activity effectiveness. Support of efficiency of development core of the enterprise is carried out through the supporting and resulting subsystems. The supporting subsystem necessitates the formation of special methodological support for implementation of the key formation processes and interaction of components of development core of the enterprise. The purpose of core resulting subsystem is to summarize the enterprise activity, exchange information with the internal and external environment. Practical value. The identified components of development core of the enterprise cover key areas of management at the enterprise; it provides comprehensive coverage of its development determinants and application of the concept of development core in the trade enterprises activity will help create conditions for their harmonious development. Value/originality. The concept of development core of the enterprise is elaborated; it is based on the process approach of intra-component functioning of strategic, resource potential and business model components and serves as theoretical and methodological support for the choice of strategic priorities of development of the enterprise.
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1. Introduction
The result of effective functioning of the enterprise is its development and growth. Modern economic conditions are characterized by high dynamism and uncertainty, presence of fierce competition, which requires from enterprise to form development strategy taking into account market environment changes and adaptation to them of the internal functioning
parameters. The practical solution of problems related to the need of providing efficiency and competitiveness of the enterprises depends on the methodological principles of providing their development.

The development of the enterprises is a complex process that requires the coordination at all levels of management. Overcoming all existing environmental challenges requires the use of relevant theoretical and methodological support for development management. Development theories can be divided into structural and evolutionary ones (Nikolayev, 2006). Structural theories emphasize organization of dynamics of internal variables, their property as the driving force of change; interaction of internal characteristics with external environment. Evolutionary theories focus on organization changes during the time, organization characteristics at various development stages (Nikolayev, 2006). The most common evolutionary theories are the life cycle theory of I. Azides (Azides, 1999); L. Greiner's model of organizational development (Greiner, 1998); B. Lievegoed's concept of organic evolutionary development (Lievegoed, 1969). Modern structural theories of regional development are of particular interest; they are based on the concept of «growth poles» by F. Perroux (1970), J.R. Boudewille (1992), P. Pottier (1963), X. Lasuen (1969). These theories are continued at the enterprise level as the concept of economic core (Pavlov, 2003), the development core (Inshakov, 2003), the business core (Zook & Allen, 2010).

There is a need today for scientific understanding of the latest theoretical and methodological trends of providing development of the enterprises taking into account the existing research value.

2. The concept of development core of the enterprise

V. Pavlov considers the economic core the whole set of «growth poles» and all basic elements of the economy (Pavlov, 2003). Everything that contributes to the increase in a significant number of other components of social and economic system is related to the economic core (Pavlov, 2006). The most relevant use of the economic core theory provisions during the development of the concept of social and economic policy is in underdeveloped countries and countries with transition economy, where resources and opportunities are usually significantly less than in developed countries, and unresolved problems are much more (Pavlov, 2003). Thus, V. Pavlov concludes that primary reasons for necessity of formation economic core are limited resources and opportunities, as well as the number of unresolved problems and their severity (Pavlov, 2003; Pavlov, 2006). Despite the fact that the economic core concept is initially focused on the industry, it is also advisable to use it during the individual enterprise economic development problems considering (Pavlov, 2003). Selection of the elements of economic core is based on the use of many parameters (both cost and non-cost) such as profitability level and efficiency, capital turnover rate, increasing employment and aggregate demand (Pavlov, 2006). When determining the selecting criteria of the elements of economic core, not only the qualitative aspect, but also the quantitative one should be taken into account (Pavlov, 2006).

The business core concept, which is proposed by C. Zook and J. Allen (2010) is based on the idea that enterprise sustainable development basis is for preservation of the company’s own integrity by the most efficient use of the business core. The business core is defined by concept's authors as activity aspects set under which the company manages to form and maintain stable competitive advantage. Thus, the business core is a set of products, abilities, customers, distribution channels and geographical factors that determine what a company is, or what it intends to become for providing its own sustainable development and economic growth (Ivanova, 2014). For identifying its business core, the company should focus on the sources of sustainable competitive advantages which constitute the platform for profitable growth (Ivanova, 2014). The strategic management target is to form sustainable development strategy, which is based on the business core definition and its strengthening and attracting resources for effective use (Ivanova, 2014). The profitability and effectiveness indices are proposed to be considered control indices for determining activity of enterprise core (Ivanova, 2014). Accordingly, the areas that demonstrate a steady increase of profitability and effectiveness can be attributed to the components of the company’s business core (Ivanova, 2014).

The concept of «development core» is developed by Inshakov O.V. in the context of the new theory of factors of production based on the anthropocentric model of the «nature-human-society» (NHS) supersystem (Inshakov, 2003).

On the base of above mentioned it is possible to draw the following conclusions:
– the core concept can be used at the enterprise level;
– the necessity to use the concept is based on limited resources and solving key tasks of the enterprise development, such as long-term growth and competitiveness;
– core components are certain key factors of enterprise development.

We proposed the «enterprise development core» concept on the base of the main provisions of the considered concepts.

With taking into account V.K. Pavlov’s economic core concept provisions in terms of limited resources, the enterprise development core source component should be resource potential (resource component), which is the whole set available for use by the enterprise for
development of various groups of resources (intangible, technical, technological, personnel, financial, spatial, informational and others). The enterprise development goals require enterprise resource potential mobilization, which provides organizational and economic mechanism for the enterprise resource potential mobilizing, which should be understood as a set of processes, techniques, methods and approaches that provide the interaction of components system of organizational and economic effect on the enterprise funds and resources concentration for development strategy supporting and business model efficiency increasing.

The core business concept, which provides a set of products, abilities, customers, distribution channels and geographical factors that determine what a company is, or what it intends to become for providing its own sustainable development and economic growth; in our opinion, it mostly decides the enterprise business model. Thus, we proposed the enterprise business model (business model component) as the second component of development core of the enterprise. The enterprise business model should be considered as doing business method, which is elaborated for development strategies effectiveness providing in terms of profit generation. Thus, the business model is elaborated for enterprise development quality component providing by enterprise key activity efficiency increasing.

The third component of the development core is proposed to include strategic component, which means a set of actions and measures of enterprise development goals achieving, which provides the transition from current state of the enterprise to another qualitative or quantitative state. The development strategy purpose is to find and implement new areas of enterprise development. In this case, the development strategy mostly characterizes quantitative aspects of the enterprise development.

Thus, certain three components of interaction of the enterprise development core provides enterprise development, which in general can be described as follows: the strategic component determines the trends of development and achieving their measures; the resource potential component mobilizes the necessary resources, the business model component provides increasing effectiveness of chosen activity.

Supporting efficiency of development core of the enterprise is carried out through the supporting and resulting subsystems. The supporting subsystem necessitates the formation of special methodological support for implementation of key formation processes and interaction of components of the enterprise development core. The resulting subsystem purpose is enterprise activity summarizing, information exchange with the internal and external environment.

The enterprise development core concept is presented in Figure 1.

The concept of «development core» in the context of the production factors theory by O. Inshakov (Inshakov, 2003), allows to present the proposed concept of development core of the enterprise also in the production function form as:

$$ Q = f (RP, BM, S), $$

where $Q$ is resulting guidelines of enterprise development;
RP is an enterprise resource potential component;
BM is an enterprise business model component;
S is an enterprise strategic component.

![Figure 1. The enterprise development core concept: S is a strategic component, BM is a business model component, RP is a resource potential component](source: developed by authors)
The resource potential component (RP) mobilizes all available resources, which are involved in production processes for meeting consumer needs in goods and services. The business model component (BM) provides business processes implementation in the most efficient way. The strategic component (S) provides target orientation of enterprise activity with taking into account various peculiarities of the external environment.

3. Resource potential component of the trade enterprise development core

Resource potential is the main supporting component of the trade enterprise development core. Shtal T. identifies such components of trade enterprises resource potential as fixed assets, commodity, labour and financial resources (Shtal, 2005). This list of components does not fully reflect the specifics of trade enterprises; in addition, there is an identification of the potential and resources concepts. In other studies, this specificity is traced more precisely. Thus, Makovoz O. marks out personnel, technical and technological, commodity resources and financial potentials as a part of potential resource of trade enterprise (Makovoz, 2008). Virt M. and Shynkarenko K. include trade, labour, financial, managerial and marketing potential to the trade enterprise resource potential (Virt & Shynkarenko, 2009). Berezin O. and Karpenko Yu. propose to distinguish much larger component composition of trade enterprise resource potential, including inventories, trade fixed assets, trade and operational personnel, financial assets, information resources and intangible assets, technical and technological potential (Berezin & Karpenko, 2012). Krasnokutska N. identifies the following components of trade enterprise resources: material (including commodity, technical and spatial), personnel, financial and intangible, which includes technological, informational and reputational components (Krasnokutska, 2012). Grosul V. and Fylypenko O. distinguish such elements that make up the trade enterprise resource potential structure, as: technical, spatial, commodity, human, financial and intangible resources (Grosul & Fylypenko, 2013). Kaluzhna N. proposes to distinguish such components of trade enterprise resource potential as labour, technical and technological, informational, financial, spatial and labour objects potentials (Kaluzhna, 2016). Nikolaeva T. offers to distinguish personnel, information, organizational, financial and investment and technological potentials of trade enterprises (Nikolaeva & Lykasova, 2011). Later she expands the list of resource potential components but distinguishes marketing resources; resources which are involved in gaining competitive advantages; spatial resources and consumer capital; information, financial and investment resources; management competencies (Nikolaeva & Uryasheva, 2017).

As we can see, scientists’ positions about trade enterprises resource potential structuring are divergent. Therefore, on the base of the criteria of compliance with trade enterprises specifics and qualitative and quantitative identification possibility, we consider that it is reasonable to distinguish as changes in objects of resource potential development core of the trade enterprises:

– technical resources (opportunities to provide trade and technological processes with advanced equipment, devices, inventory and vehicles);
– spatial resources (development opportunities which are grounded by the nature, size and location of the enterprise, retail and storage facilities, communications, network resources);
– commodity resources (enterprise functioning and development opportunities which are grounded by provision of trade and technological processes with inventories);
– personnel resources (aggregate abilities and competencies of enterprise labour resources for objectives meeting and further development providing);
– financial resources (enterprise opportunities to invest the necessary funds in the planned development and provide strengthening market positions);
– intangible (enterprise opportunities to receive the necessary information timely, use appropriate methods of management decisions implementing, apply advanced technologies, methods and forms of sales and customer service, information and communication technologies, provide conditions for maintaining and increasing loyalty of all stakeholders) (Chorna, 2015).

4. Business model component of trade enterprise development

The next component of trade enterprise development core is the business model, which is proposed to be considered as doing business method for the development strategy effectiveness providing in terms of profit generation (Grosul & Zubkov, 2018). The identification of changes in objects of business model of the trade enterprise depends on its components. Sorescu A. and others propose trade enterprise business model, which includes three interrelated elements: trade enterprise format, which involves determining the range, prices, number of staff, principles of goods location, advertising medium choice, etc.; activity, which involves supply chain optimization, branding and communication, new technologies introduction, etc.; and management, which includes key partners, networks and coordination mechanisms (Sorescu et. al., 2011). This position was further supported by other researchers, who tried to develop it (Yrjölä, 2014; Rozman, 2014).
The general business model of trade enterprise which is proposed by Cao L. which specifies four main elements, such as a value proposition for consumers; target customers; value chain, such as retail format, price formation, store location, promotion, purchasing, human resources, accounting, organization, supplier and consumer relations; profit formula, which includes income model, costs structure, margin model and resource utilization rate (Cao, 2014).

The five-element business model of trade enterprise includes management, financial model or structure, assets and infrastructure, provision of services, clients and their attraction (Business models guide). In turn, Slawinska M. emphasizes that business model changes of trade enterprises involve the introduction of new solutions in the following five areas: store formats and stores location at different geographic markets; goods and services offers that require new resources and new transactional relations in the supply chain establishment; cooperation forms with other business entities; e-commerce development and mobile technologies use; communication with customers and corporate brand and private labels positioning in relation to goods and services (Slawinska, 2016).

Haas Y. distinguishes six elements of trade enterprise business model: value proposition, which involves the supply, for example, range, prices, services; shopping experience, such as atmosphere, events; purchases convenience, in particular, location, availability; relations with customers, which include target customers identification, management mechanisms, such as customer relationship management (CRM), customer data management (CDM); partnerships, in particular with suppliers, delivery partners, retail groups, management mechanisms, such as effective customer response (ECR); vertical integration, which involves the selection and integration of value chain stages which are the basis of operation for retailers; horizontal integration, which involves the selection and integration of sales and communication channels; value appropriation, which includes economic mechanisms such as retail margin, franchise fees, leasing options and real estate leasing (Haas, 2019).

N. Viswanadham’s business model includes seven elements: value proposition for consumers, which provides purchase convenience, goods, prices, services, channels; partner network, which includes manufacturers, suppliers, logistics, distributors, etc.; retail service networks, which include purchases, store management, marketing and advertising; delivery technologies and mechanisms, such as retail stores, delivery and service logistics, cash handling; resources (natural, human, financial, digital, industrial); institutional and social management restrictions, such as rules, policy, taxes; profit formula, which includes the income model, costs structure (Viswanadham, 2018).

Esquivias P., Souza R. and Ramos P. offer a retail business model, divided into two submodels: operating model and customer value proposition. First one, operating model, includes product and service offering, shopping experience, pricing and revenue model. The second submodel mentioned, the operating model, includes organization, sourcing, store operations and value chain (Esquivias, Ramos & Souza, 2010).

A review of modern business models of the trade enterprises shows that they are similar according to the constituent elements content; the main difference is aggregation degree of business model fundamental aspects into constituent elements, which determines their number. Reducing elements number of trade enterprise business model helps simplify their management. In this regard, the focus on the three-element business model (Sorescu et. al., 2011) in full measure meets the requirements of trade enterprise development core dynamic model and fully reflects the trade specifics. It should be noted that only this model contains trade format element, which is key object of changes in the trade development theories. Therefore, it is expedient to determine trade format, trade enterprise activity and trade enterprise management as changes objects, trade enterprise business model components.

5. Strategic component of trade enterprise development core

During researching the enterprise strategy essence, scientists distinguish three components: the basic concept (essence) or action; strategy implementation tools; implementation result (Kukushkin, 2005; Kravchenko, 2007; Golovinov & Litvinov, 2011; Denysiuk, 2013; Zbarsky, 2013; Saukh, 2016).

As basic concept or action, the strategy is defined as the process of long-term goals achieving. As implementation tool, the strategy is a set of actions for the location, distribution and coordination of enterprise resources. The component result element is certain target guidelines achievement – strengthening market position and competitive advantages, etc. (Kukushkin, 2005). If the strategy is considered as goal-setting process, it is logical to determine the tools for achieving these goals, so the changes objects in dynamic model in the strategic component are the goals and means for their achieving. As for the third element – the result, it acts as activity result, changes result to which they were directed. Therefore, within the concept, the obtained result is not current changes subject. It should be noted that the material carrier of certain changes objects are plans and programs of enterprise activity, which are targeted guidelines bearers.
6. Discussion

Our proposed concept of enterprise development core is somewhat static. The enterprise development involves changes, so this concept development should include dynamism elements. In our opinion, the most appropriate for the task implementation is the theory provisions of dynamic abilities use.

During this theory developing, D. Collis (1994) proposes to consider the organizational abilities hierarchy, which consists of three levels. The first level is functional, which includes the skills that are needed for company surviving and key business processes supporting. The second level is directly related to dynamic abilities, as it reflects the idea of the need for dynamic improvement of organizational business processes. The third level is creative or entrepreneurial, which includes abilities that are associated with developing new strategies faster than competitors by recognizing different resources value (Collis, 1994).

This approach development is found in the study of T. Andreeva and V. Chayka (2006), who propose to highlight the functional (operational) abilities that characterize most industry enterprises; «key» abilities which form key competencies and are the basis competitive advantage; dynamic abilities which allow updating the «key» abilities in accordance with changes in the external environment (Andreeva & Chayka, 2006).

Malyarchuk O. (2010) identifies slightly different types of abilities: assets (unique technological, financial, reputational resources); coordination (management) structures (provide organizational and specific coordination, training, resources reconfiguration); development trajectories (the evolutionary way which is taken by the organization as opportunities limitation for further development) (Malyarchuk, 2010).

According to their content, abilities levels correlate with the components of our proposed enterprise development core. This hypothesis corroboration can be found in number of scientists’ research. Thus, K. Eisenhardt and D. Martin (Eisenhardt & Martin, 2000) emphasize that enterprise dynamic abilities components – organizational and strategic routines – provide the achievement of new resource configurations. D. Magretta proves that business model changing is dynamic ability manifestation that provides continuous segmentation of current business for new consumer needs meeting (Magretta, 1998). K. Eisenhardt and D. Martin substantiate that strategic decision-making can be dynamic ability through which managers combine different practical, functional and personal knowledge for choice making that will form enterprise strategic actions basis (Eisenhardt & Martin, 2000).

Thus, according to the presented research, it can be argued that enterprise dynamic abilities include changes ability under the enterprise resources external environment effect, its business model and strategy. On this basis, the enterprise development core dynamic model can be proposed (Figure 2).

The presented dynamic model reflects the aggregate effect of changes of enterprise development core components on its development under the external environment changes influence. The dynamic model is continuous process of interaction of three components that form the enterprise development core: resources, business model and strategy. In Figure 2 they are represented in the form of three circles, which are marked respectively RP (resource potential component), BM (business model component), S (strategic component), BM (business model component), S (strategic component),
the development core forms on their intersection. The circles movement under the external environment changes influence will increase or decrease the area of circles intersection, which will characterize enterprise potential development.

7. Conclusions
Providing development of the enterprise is achieved by modern theoretical and methodological basis use. The elaborated enterprise development core concept involves three components interaction: the strategic component determines development trends and measures for their achieving; the resource potential component provides necessary resources mobilization; the business model component provides chosen activity effectiveness. The supporting subsystem necessitates the special methodological support formation for the key processes implementation of formation and interaction of the components of development core of the enterprise. The resulting core subsystem purpose is summarizing enterprise activities and information exchange between the internal and external environment. The identified components of development core of the enterprise are included in the key areas of enterprise management, and apply the concept of development core to the activity of enterprises will contribute to the formation of conditions for their harmonious development.

The dynamic model of the enterprise development core is proposed; it reflects its components cumulative effect of changes on its development under influence of the external environment changes. The dynamic model is three circles that form the components of enterprise development core – resource, business model and strategic. Their interaction and influence on the enterprise development is reflected in the circles intersection. The movement of circles under the influence of changes in the external environment will increase or decrease circles interaction area, which will characterize the enterprise potential development.

The purpose of the trade enterprise development proposed concept on the base of the development core is effectiveness providing of quantitative and qualitative changes processes in accordance with the internal and external environment for its competitive advantages forming and maintaining. The main concept objectives are: resource potential mobilization providing for enterprise development; providing efficient use of resource potential of the trade enterprise; providing competitiveness and innovative activity of business model of the trade enterprise; providing management effectiveness of business model of the trade enterprise; providing strategic transformation of business model of the trade enterprise in accordance with the external environment conditions; substantiation of the trade enterprise growth strategies choice; introduction of the strategic changes management system at the trade enterprise. Prospects for further research in this area are substantiation methodological support for implementing the concept of development core of the enterprise.
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